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1.Gratitude  

 

Gratitude is a good attitude  

It has no longitude latitude  

Gratitude has big magnitude  

Others heart it can intrude  

For better relations it is prelude  

Gratitude remove unfriendly cloud  

Forget gratitude help will subdued.  

 

2.Joking lol 

Congress introduced corrupt culture  

All Congress man become vulture  

Modi punched in their belly big hole  

Congress is now playing enemy role  

They are encouraging insurgent mole  

Modi will jump over tallest pole  

Congress man will starve for dole  

Rahul will inflict to many self-goal 

In India he has become a joking lol. 

 

3.We the Indian people  

We the Indian people are not honest  

Do everything for selfish behest 

Always give own benefit most interest  

Decide everything in personal context  

To show example others we request  

To do corruption we look for pretext. 

 

 

 

 

4.Clock  



Tick tick time fly by  

No one can take time my 

Second, minute, hour fly fast 

Unused time is nothing but rust  

Week, month, year is continuous flow  

In the walk of life never be slow  

Clock can only measure time 

Do the right job at right time  

Costliest clock can't store a moment  

You can't go back and correct comment. 

 

5.Good Night  

Good night  

End of fight  

Jobs are tight 

Day was right  

No more plight  

Mind is light  

Bed is the site  

Dream will fly kite 

Sun will come bright. 

 

6.Close  

Come close to near and dear  

It will throw away mental fear 

Your attitude will be very clear  

Friends and foe all will cheer  

Come close to people who hate  

One day they will realize and regret  

They will say you are friend great  

Closeness always open new gate 

Remain closest to your soul mate. 

7.Women's Day  



 

Whole year women say  

So, they have one day 

Discuss about equality ray 

Gender discrimination main issue  

To wipe it society need new tissue  

Seminars, meetings can send message  

Gender inequality is in society since ages  

Women's day celebrations too symbolic  

Education and empowerment are hydraulic. 

 

8.This is not male world alone  

Salute every women of the country  

They are the nation building foundry  

They are the mother of every human  

They move the nation with acumen  

Indira, Teresa, Susma, Nirmala or Mamata  

Indian women are never behind men 

Kalpana and Sunita also have lot of fen  

Though male claim world is their den  

Eggs can be laid not by Cock but by Hen. 

 

9.Teach to become rich 

 

If you can teach  

Barrier it can breach  

Others heart you can reach  

Students will never ditch  

With love they will stitch  

Your goal you can reach  

You will survive rough pitch  

You will overcome all hitch  

Intellectually you will be rich. 

10.Moral education  



 

Need of the hour is moral education  

Otherwise there will be always sedition  

Education without moral is dangerous  

Such education creates only greedy virus  

Childhood is the right time for moral education  

After adulthood it is difficult to change foundation  

Fables are easily accepted by young child  

Without moral education he will grow wild. 

 

11.Morality and ethics  

 

Morality and ethics  

Society's they are basics  

There is no place for racist  

Ethics give solid foundation  

Morality give honest orientation  

Society progress with determination  

Without ethics law is toothless  

Without ethics order is useless. 

 

12.Religion and ethics  

 

Every religion claims they are ethical  

But nowadays religion is political  

Religion is creating maximum anti-social  

Religious ethics is now only for show 

Cruelty and violence every one vow  

Society and mankind are now at its low 

Religion and ethics together should go 

Love, peace, brotherhood religion must tow. 

 
 

13.Go to bed with free mind 



The world is full of greedy people  

Everybody busy with own schedule  

No one is satisfied with fulfilling need  

Human beings’ instinct is to run after greed  

Greed is afterwards all problems seed 

Richest man is also not free he needs more 

Even after having everything life become poor 

Greed is infinite it has no end till death  

Throw away it and with free mind go to bed. 

14.Life is fragile  

When I close my eyes in the night 

Don't known whether will see sky again  

So, for tomorrow I will never do any bargain, 

Opening my eyes when I see the sun  

I thank God for giving another day for fun 

Riding on my white horse, I tell him run 

Something memorable today must be done  

If I can't do, let me help someone to smile  

Certainly, he will keep it in his memory file  

Tomorrow he will stand in the graveyard for a while  

Always remember at bedtime life is very fragile. 

15.Vote for unity 

Note for vote no more relevant  

Indian voters are now very intelligent  

Election commission is stringent  

Over expenditure and bribes forbidden  

The democracy in India is now matured  

There will not be rigging it is assured  

New voters now play important role  

Free and fair election democracy's soul  

Come one come all vote for democracy  

It will strengthen India's unity and integrity. 

16.Think above petty divide  



Think above caste, creed and religion  

Above all our beloved nation  

India needs every citizens citation  

Work for united India with determination  

Leadership is important for India to become strong  

The journey to become leader in the world is long 

The fate of world's largest democracy you only decide  

Throw away petty divide and to bold leader provide.  

 
 

17.Do not humiliate watchman  

If the watchman is thief  

Nation's future is bleak  

Congress legalised bribe culture  

Watchman's dignity they want to rupture  

Corruption congress now want to formalise  

Watchman is not only a poor man with stick  

To protect nation's wealth, he takes life's risk  

Congress is demolishing dignity of watchman  

This is offence in Indian social-cultural temperament. 

 
 

 

 

18.College  

 

The Tample of learning  

Without idol of God  

The teachers are the messenger  

Books are the knowledge bearer  

Youths are shaped to become man 

The principal always has many fan  

After girls the boys used to run 

Though in exam companion pen 

The songs and drum beats of function  

The dance and drama have attraction  

College life is the best part of life 

In the memory lane forever strive. 

19.Think above petty divide  

Think above caste, creed and religion  



Above all our beloved nation  

India needs every citizens citation  

Work for united India with determination  

Leadership is important for India to become strong  

The journey to become leader in the world is long 

The fate of world's largest democracy you only decide  

Throw away petty divide and to bold leader provide. 

 

20.Better choice  

If you are not part of the solution  

Don't criticise him who is trying to solve  

Critics and problems are hand in glove  

Many critics don't know what they want  

To show importance unnecessarily shout  

In their intention people always doubt  

Critics are found to be vested clout  

If you don't have solution don't make noise  

Allowing others to work is a better choice. 

 
 

21.Umbrella  

 

When the rain come  

The umbrellas jump 

They feel proud  

Looking to cloud  

Never afraid thunder sound  

Happy to see rain around  

Not foe of cloud and rain  

They tied umbrella with chain  

Without rain umbrella is in pain. 

 

22.Vested animal  

Though man is social  



Yet it is vested animal  

Sometimes it is political  

Divide society vertical  

Work for others notional  

For self highly emotional  

In own interest professional  

But pretend to be rational. 

 

23.Enjoy the opera  

Enjoy the opera called Indian election  

But vote as per your choice and selection  

Campaign for your candidate and choice 

For society and nation raise your voice  

Never quarrel with friends and neighbour  

After the opera you have to live together  

The leaders will vanish for long five years  

Only friends and neighbour will wipe tears  

Don't take debates and arguments personally  

Enjoy the opera together and vote individually. 

 

24.Partiality  

All men and women are partial  

Though they pretend to be neutral 

For own interest men become social  

To satisfy mind they behave emotional  

Partiality may be for children or family  

For own village, town, district or locality  

Partiality for caste, creed or religion  

Emotion is high in the name of nation  

Impartiality and neutrality are fake 

Man pretend so for now shake. 

 

25.Coach  

 



God is always with the best coach  

He knows how victory is to toast  

In practice trainees must roast  

In defeat coach's efforts lost 

Coach may not be the best player  

But his skills are spread there  

His instructions overruled rare  

Experience coach always share. 

 

26.Smile to spread colour  

 

Smile has no colour and smell  

Yet it is the best colour I can tell  

It can ring your heart's bell 

Though smile is not for sale  

Without smell smile is best perfume  

With smile friendship can resume  

Smile when combined with sweet voice  

You can have everything as per your choice. 

 

27.Clutch  

 

The world is still in the clutch of religion  

Very few have own independent opinion  

The clutch of nation is also man made  

The division of nation nature never said  

For the clutches of language also we paid  

Mankind has to come out of these clutches  

For better tomorrow unite all human races. 

 

 

 

28.Club  

 



Club is good place for get together  

No caste, creed and religion all together  

Wine, alcohol, song and dance forever  

Games are played for joy & entertainment  

Not for so called religious empowerment  

Better place than Temple, Mosque, Church  

Club never try to do your brain wash  

Sometimes alcohol may make you harsh. 

 

29.Cloud 

 

When life is covered by cloud  

When thunder sound loud  

Your capability never doubt  

In fear no need to shout  

Wind will come to make cloud raindrop  

Anxiety and tension sunshine will crop  

Courage and confidence cloud can't stop 

With Cloud computing you will be on top. 

 

30.Extra marital affairs  

 

Love is universal and without boundary 

Can't be caged within four walls of home 

It is abundant throughout in Google chrome  

Find someone for an affair and joyfully roam 

If spotted by wife certainly she will drop a bomb  

Man is not a monogamy animal nor women  

So extra marital affairs bloom at slightest opportunity  

Extra marital affairs are pleasure but should be voluntary. 

 

 

31.Enjoy the festival of colour  

 



Enjoy the festival of colour  

The nature is not uni polar  

Yet to enjoy you need dollar  

We are tiny dot in the system solar 

To divide the world too many scholar 

Seven colour make beautiful rainbow  

Colour chase away people's sorrow  

The festival of colour is for brotherhood  

In jovial mood enjoy different food 

While spreading colour never be rude. 

 
 
32.Coal 

 

The black carbon is not gold 

But industrialisation it mould  

As handy fuel coal was sold 

In old days coal was very bold 

Black diamond coal is told 

It's importance petroleum hold 

Alternative came to industry fold 

Petroleum became liquid gold. 

 

33.Cosmetic life  

Life has become cosmetic  

People are now pragmatic  

No one live life holistic  

This is the present statistics  

Everyone is very realistic  

But many are still sadistic  

Money made people mathematic  

Without money no cosmetic. 

 
34.We can do it 

 



When we think we can 

Actually, really, we can 

That is why we are man 

Determination and will  

Man has instinct to kill  

We also have big zeal 

Attitude is the driving force 

Knowledge is lighting torch  

Thrust for success inspiring source  

When we think we can, we can. 

 

35.Good day is important for good night  

 

Good day is important for good night 

Only a good day can make night bright  

In the day if you courageously fight 

Your night will always be right  

Without good day sleep will be tight 

You can't dream to fly like kite  

Every moment tension will bite  

So, to make night good make day good  

Work with smile to have good night food  

Your good day determine good night mood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

36.Welcome critics  

 

When you have critic  



Realize you are not static 

So never become fatigue  

Critic are welcome antique  

When you have leg puller  

Know that you are taller  

Make your steps stronger  

Time will show them corner  

When you have strong enemy  

With friend you can build harmony  

You become vigil in your journey  

Life gives you reward in the tourney. 

 

37.Never feel inferior  

 

Superiority complex is better  

From top view is always greater  

You can think self to be smarter  

Few competitors will be nearer  

You can cross the crowded border; 

Inferiority complex is always bad 

It will make throughout life sad 

Looking downward you become mad 

You will never find jumping pad; 

Make your head high and feel superior  

Never accept you are inferior  

In the marathon you maybe junior  

But you will become successful warrior.  

 

 

 

 

38.Choose your friends better 

 

Tell me your companion  



I will make my opinion  

If your friends are horse 

You will run fast in race course 

If your friends are fish 

Swimming will be your wish 

If your friends are eagle  

You can fly high without hassle  

Tell me your companion  

I will tell your character  

Choose your friends better. 

39.Cobweb  

 

Clean the cobweb of your mind 

A better new world you will find 

Meditation and prayer are broom  

With prayer cobweb can't zoom  

Cleaning of mind is very important  

Without reading mind remain ignorant  

Enrich your mind with good book 

You will see the world a better look. 

 

40.Cocktail  

When friends invite for cocktail  

We reach the party without fail 

Though nobody will send to jail 

Cocktail we always like to hail; 

Enjoy life with proper blending  

Use cocktail for friendship vending  

Be careful in cocktail handling  

Mistake may lead to bungling.  

41.Land of rising sun  

In the land of rising sun 

For survival people run 

Patriotism is their religion  



Punctuality is the satisfaction  

Every work always in time 

Nation building objective prime  

Atom bomb could not destroy spirit  

Earthquake, tsunami can't dictate writ  

Cherry blossom really beautiful  

People in Japan are so wonderful. 

 

42.Rohit's Group in Nippon  

Cherry blossom was destination  

Rohit's group excellent in Nippon  

As group we are now champion  

For few days we are companion  

There may not be any more reunion  

But in memory recorded a good opinion  

Everybody will move in different direction 

Yet evergreen will remain our combination  

Unity in diversity is the India's foundation  

To make India Nippon patriotism is solution. 

 

43.Ito Nathuhiko 

What a wonderful guide we met 

All our programmes are well set 

A jovial man with open heart  

Never stop words once it start  

Good story teller and magician  

He is also a amateur musician  

A polite, helpful, funny human 

Through speaking he brings rain 

For his good health we pray 'Amin'. 

 

44.Departure  

Without departure no arrival  

Departure is for future's survival  

In arrival there may be carnival  

But departure always memorable  

Don't shed tear when we depart  

For a purpose we will go apart  

Load with good memories our cart 

Memory will remain in our heart 

A new bright day we all will start. 

 

45.Let us bloom together  

Enjoy the spirit of blooming together  

Life will be easy, fair, beautiful forever  

The cherry blossom to spread brotherhood  



For a nation unity, integrity is motherhood  

We enjoy playing together in childhood  

Becoming adult we prefer greed, falsehood  

Japan like to bloom together like cherry  

So the people of the country live in merry  

Let thousand caste, creed bloom with dignity  

This will give Indian nationalism strength and longevity. 

 

46.Good bye all co-traveller  

Good bye to all 

We are too small  

The world is funny  

Keep your mind sunny  

Love your honey  

Spend your money  

Our meeting is irony; 

Farewell to co-traveller 

The world is now smaller  

In your city I may be caller  

We may meet next winter  

Hope you may remember  

Someone may forget forever  

Memory of Japan may become reminder  

Good bye Rohit and Ito, the path finder.  

 

47.Opposition has no agenda  

Opposition has no new agenda  

To stop Modi only propaganda  

Price rise, electricity issue no more  

Nationalism is now in the core 

Surgical strike gives Modi advantage  

Opponents are busy to do sabotage  

People will not carry opposition's garbage  

For falsehood they have to pay demurrage. 

 

48.Election manifesto  

Election manifesto useless paper  

After election nobody remember 

Election manifesto is always there  

But implementation is very rare 

Poor has become more poorer  

After win politicians play snooker  

Manifesto is show piece for power broker. 

49.Modi is the best option now  

 

Change is the law of nature  

But for deformation take care 



One bird in hand is better option  

Take care in leader selection  

Resist deformation with determination  

Modi is the best option in India now 

If there is better option tell me how? 

 

50.Coefficient  

 

In life acquire a good coefficient  

For progress it will be sufficient  

Life is not a lonely journey  

Coefficient make it tourney  

Coefficient can change result  

It can guide even a tough adult  

With zero coefficient algebra is zero  

In physics sometimes coefficient is hero. 

 

51.Coffee  

 

The black hot enjoyable drink  

In the morning many of us think  

Coffee and tea both are twin  

Hot drinks market they win 

In office coffee break is welcome  

Wait on coffee table for someone  

In cold winter coffee mug good companion  

Coffee table book casual reading champion  

Many things happen in cafe coffee day 

Every table has different love story to say. 

 

 

 

52.Coincidence  

Life in this world is coincidence  

Parents are our first confidence  



In the world we have little significance  

One day life has to face subsidence  

Coincidence give friends and foe 

We get opportunity in the front row 

Life partner or living together  

Strange coincidence always there 

Coincidence can change life forever  

But such coincidence are very rare. 

 

53.Coke  

The brown carbonated soft drink 

To avoid it always one should think  

Too much sugar bad for health  

It will erode your money and wealth  

Coke can never extinguish your thrust  

Drinking plain water is better and must  

People use coke as pesticide in field  

If you drink regularly you may be killed. 

 

54.Think wisely  

 

Think wisely  

Talk politely  

Be friendly  

Win heart slowly  

Move forward boldly  

Appreciate highly  

Don't hate slightly  

Enjoy life lightly  

Success comes rightly. 

55.Cold 

Cold weather is always good  

Provided you preserve food 



You are upbeat in drinking mood 

Warm cloth gives cosy feeling  

Sunshine gives heavenly smiling  

One can can work very efficiently  

Health remains good simultaneously  

Cold countries are developed one 

Thank God long ago cold war has gone. 

 

56.Collateral  

Without collateral business can't grow  

To get finance collateral you must show 

Though collateral seems to be virtual  

One must prove its existence as actual  

For financial institutions it is only ritual  

It can change for powerful individual 

In life also collateral is very important  

With your lineage you can be dominant. 

 

57.Chasing wild geese  

In the mad crowd of concrete jungle  

I am becoming more and more lonely  

Everyone is chasing wild geese  

In the hope of catching it for golden egg 

No one realises that the chase is vague  

Sitting on the stairs of supermarket  

I look to the busy bees’ full basket  

No one has time to look back or notice 

As if heaven will fall if they lose a moment  

How fast you chase baby you can't catch  

In the graveyard we will play same match.  

58.I cried for Srilankan victims  

I shed tears for Srilankan victims  

When my cry reaches the sky 



Jesus can't remain silent and shy  

From crucifix he will come again  

With his love wash away all pain 

Blood stains on church wall 

To humanity a wakeup call 

If we don't stop hatred civilization will fall 

The killings in Sri Lanka is not incident small 

To do justice we pray to the almighty  

Let the departed souls rest in peace silently. 

 

59.You are my sun  

In the darkest night when I cry alone  

You come silently and wipe tears  

You can't bear my agony and pain  

O thy mother your love omnipotent  

Even in worst days it doesn’t become silent  

After my thousands mistakes not violent  

The season changes and year goes by 

Yet your love remains spreading light 

In the cruel and selfish world, you are my sun.  

 

60.Collision  

Don't take the path of collision  

Collision may push to insubordination  

Take the path of negotiation  

Never block opportunity of conciliation  

Take view of all concerned before decision  

Settle the just and logical objection  

Take the just and logical resolution  

With fairness win heart of opposition. 

 

 



 

 


